UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

THE OUTDOOR GREATROOM COMPANY

TOLERANCES:

DECIMALS:     ANGLES:
X.XX.XX., X.XX.XXX.
X.XX
X.X
X.XXX

CB
7/30/19
FINISH
PART NAME
MIRROR POLISH
(TRIM)
CRYSTAL FIRE PLUS LINEAR BURNER
LENGTH: 42 IN.
WITH DSI SYSTEM

MATERIAL/THICKNESS
304 STAINLESS STEEL / 20 GA.

PART NUMBER
CFP1242-DSI

REV
ECR
DATE
DESCRIPTION

GAS INLET:
1/2 IN. MALE FLARE
ON 3/8 IN. NPT PIPE

GAS INLET:
PLUMBED TO BURNER
BY MANUFACTURER

SCALE: .150

REV
ECR
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DESCRIPTION